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1. Name of Property

historic name Rivoli Theatre
other names/site number

2. Location

street & number NY 42 and Laurel Avenue 

city or town South Fallsburg

state New York code NY county Sullivan code

not for publication 

vicinity

zip code 12779
3. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, I certify that this | x | nomination
] request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register

of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property 
does not meet the National Register criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant 

statewide

g^ature o

meets
nationally locally.

Signature of certifying official/Title

See continuation sheet for additional comments.

V Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

4. Nationan Park Service Certification
I hereby oertify that this property is:eby^i

entered in the National Register. 
I See continuation sheet.

Mature of th;s ifqeper Date of Action

] determined eligible for the 
National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.
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determined not eligible for the 
National Register.

removed from the National 
Register.

other, (explain:) __________

In my opinion, the property 1 I meets does not meet the National Register criteria. | See continuation sheet for
additional comments.

Signature of certifying official/Title Date

State or Federal agency and bureau _______ a__________________
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Rivoli Theatre
Name of Property

Sullivan County, New York
County and State

5. Classification
Ownership of Property
(Check as many boxes as apply)

Category of Property
(Check only one box)

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

private

public-local

public-State

public-Federal

building(s) Contributing Noncontributing

district I 0 buildings

site 0 0 sites

structure 0 0 structures

object 0 0 objects

1 0 Total

Name of related multiple property listing
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.)

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the National Register

N/A

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

RECREATION AND CULTURE/theater

Current Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

RECREATION AND CULTURE/theater ■ y

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions)
Late 19'*' and early 20*** century revivals

Materials
(Enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete

walls brick, concrete

roof asphalt 

Other _______

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)
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The Rivoli Theatre is located on the west side of NY 42 in the small Sullivan County hamlet of South Fallsburg. 

NY 42 is the major north-south route through South Fallsburg and the theater is located in the center of the 

hamlet, in the heart of the main commercial district. The Rivoli occupies a rectangular, comer site, with its 

facade oriented to the main street and its south side elevation oriented to Laurel Avenue. There is an empty lot 

adjacent to the theater on its north side; this lot originally provided parking spaces for theater patrons. In 

general, the neighborhood is a densely built-up area of buildings used for commercial, residential and domestic 

uses. The South Fallsburg commercial area has been determined to have potential for National Register listing.

The theater includes two distinct sections, a two-story, six-bay by three-bay front section containing the foyer 

and lobby, which faces the street, and a long, one-story, seven-bay auditorium extending behind it. The 

building is constmcted of concrete block. The facade is clad in buff and red bricks, with red coursing and 

details. Side and rear elevations are parged and divided into bays by brick piers. The roof of the front section is 

concealed behind a parapet, while the auditorium is sheltered by a gable roof; both are clad in asbestos shingles.

The Rivoli Theatre is the product of two distinct building phases, its original construction in 1923 and an 

expansion and remodeling in 1937. The facade is symmetrical, divided into thirds both vertically and 

horizontally. On the first story, the marquee and theater entrance are flanked by storefronts on either side. The 

storefronts retain their original configurations and multi-pane glass transoms. Both have original single-pane 

glass panels; on the south, a multi-pane door replaced the original in cl937. The 1923 marquee was a simple 

rectangular iron canopy with decorative metal cresting and opaque glass tiles. In 1937, this was replaced (or 

concealed) by a square neon sign with an elaborate decorative crest. The current canopy is a three-sided, neon 

sign dating to the 1950s. All three signs were carried by metal chains; the contemporary ones may be the 

originals. The large vertical neon sign above the marquee is original. Although it has not been investigated, it 

is possible that some portion of the original canopy survives the current one. The recessed entrance also 

reflects two construction phases. In the original design, the ticket booth was rectangular and projected a 

considerable distance into the foyer. It was apparently of wood constmction employing classical motifs and

See continuation sheet
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embellished with opaque glass tiles. The entrance doors appear to have been of multi-pane glass and the walls 

were divided into panels, some doubling as poster frames. The 1937 foyer, which is intact today, has a tiled 

floor and enameled and chrome siding. Each side wall has a frame for movie posters. Two sets of wood and 

glass doors with geometric patterns flank a center ticket both. The latter is round and finished with chrome and 

glass. Above the glass booth, the circular form rises to the ceiling. Two large decorative frames for movie 

posters on the brick pilasters that define the entrance bay have been removed.

On the second story, the six windows are arranged in two groups: two equally spaced windows on each end and 

a pair of closely spaced windows in the center. Openings contain original wood-frame windows, with six-over- 

one double-hung sash. The third vertical section, above the second story, is brick, with banding and diamond

shaped ornaments indicating the horizontal division. This is surmounted by a corbeled brick cornice and 

concrete cap. The center third rises to a stepped pediment defined by small brick piers, also corbeled, which 

rise above it. The side elevations of the two-story section are undecorated; each features three second-story 

windows identical to those on the facade.

The interior is divided into a lobby, a lounge room and a large auditorium. The lobby and lounge retain their 

original spatial configurations and some details but are finished in non-historic materials. The auditorium was 

constructed in two stages. The original space was 124 feet long and its decorative scheme is unknown. In 1937 

a 36-foot addition was added to the rear, accommodating six additional rows of seats and a stage. At the same 

time, the auditorium was completely redecorated in the Art Deco style. The ceiling is flat with a substantial 

cove along the side walls. The walls and ceiling are clad in asbestos paneling that was colored and decorated 

with elaborate Art Deco patterns. The design was achieved by using combinations of geometric motifs in 

different shapes and sizes. Each wall panel was designed around a large period electric light fixture. The 1937 

scheme for the auditorium is completely intact.

See continuation sheet
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The second floor of the building was divided into spaces for offices, apartments and other uses. Materials and 

finishes are generally intact. The Rivoli Theatre is an extremely intact early twentieth century theater, 

distinguished by its successful combination of 1923 and 1937 design schemes.

See continuation sheet



Rivoli Theatre Sullivan County, New York
Name of Property County and State

8 Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x“ in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the 
property for National Register listing.)

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions)

entertainment/recreation
A Property is associated with events that have made 

a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
our history.

architecture

B Property is associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past.

C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics 
of a type, period or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses 
high artistic values, or represents a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.

Period of Significance
1923-1937____________

D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, 
information important in prehistory or history.

Significant Dates
1923 ________
1937

Criteria considerations
(mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

'■m

Property is:

A owned by a religious institution or used for

Significant Person
(Complete if Criterion B is marked above)

na
religious purposes.

B removed from its original location. Cultural Affiliation
na______________

C a birthplace or grave. 

D a cemetery.

E a reconstructed building, object or structure. 

F a commemorative property.

Architect/Builder
Emil Motel______

G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance 
within the past 50 years.

Narrative Statement of Significance
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)

9. Major Bibliographical References
Bibliography
(cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.)

Previous documentation on file (NPS):
preliminary determination of individual listing (36 
CFR 67) has been requested 
previously listed in the National Register 
previously determined eligible by the National 
Register
designated a National Historic Landmark 
recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey 
# _____

Primary location of additional data
State Historic Preservation Office 
Other State agency 
Federal agency 
Local government 
University 
Other

Name of repository:

recorded by Historic American Engineering 
Record # 
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Summary

The Rivoli Theatre is significant as a distinctive intact example of a twentieth-century theater in Sullivan 

County. Constructed in 1923 in the small hamlet of South Fallsburg, the Rivoli is associated with the resort 

industry, one of the most important aspects of early twentieth century cultural history in the western Catskills. 

Built in 1923, the theater is an early example of a building constructed for large public gatherings, perhaps 

reflecting the dramatic rise in the Jewish population of South Fallsburg during the 1920s. Among Sullivan 

County villages. South Fallsburg is distinctive for its exceptionally large and prosperous Jewish community. 

The building is believed to have been designed by Emil Motel, a prominent regional architect. Motel was 

responsible for the design of the 1921 Rialto Theatre in Monticello, which bears a close resemblance to the 

Rivoli, and he is documented as the architect for the 1937 remodeling. The Rivoli is similar in design to many 

other public and commercial buildings built in this period in South Fallsburg and throughout the region. 

Typical features include concrete construction, a stepped parapeted roof, small twin towers, use of decorative 

brickwork and multi-pane storefronts and doors. The Rivoli, owned and operated by Israel Kaplan and his son 

Arch, was a tremendous success, so much so that a thirty-six foot addition accommodating another 100 seats 

was added in 1937. At the same time, the main entrance was altered, receiving a stylish new Art Deco design, 

and the marquee was embellished with a large decorative neon sign. On the interior, the auditorium was 

redecorated in the Art Deco mode as well, primarily through the application of tinted and patterned acoustical 

panels. The Rivoli Theatre retains a substantial degree of integrity and continues to house arts-related activity 

in South Fallsburg.

South Fallsburg

South Fallsburg, in the western Catskills, is named for the falls on the Neversink River, which are within the 

town boundaries. This area was originally part of the Hardenburgh Patent, a large and ill-defined expanse of 

land stretching between the Hudson and Delaware valleys. This patent was settled by Dutch, Scotch-Irish and 

English farmers, merchants and craftsmen. Before 1803, the area in which South Fallsburg is located was in the

See continuation sheet
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town of Mamakating, which also included the town of Thompson. The town of Fallsburg was established in 

1826.

The hamlet of Fallsburg was settled about 1796 by three brothers, Samuel, Thaddeus, and Obadiah Brown 

(Neiderman 9). The Browns built a saw mill and a grist mill at the Neversink falls in cl809. The first 

supervisor of the town of Fallsburg was elected in 1826. Agricultural issues were the primary concerns at that 

time (Neiderman 18-22). The hamlet really began to prosper when a tannery was established in 1831. At that 

time rooming houses were built to accommodate the workers, mostly German and Irish immigrants (Neiderman 

9-10). The Civil War provided a great boon for the tannery business because of the army’s requirements for 

leather. However, this business resulted in denuding the forests because of its relentless need for hemlocks; 

therefore, many the tanneries had ceased operation by the mid-to-late nineteenth century.

The tanneries were the most important industry in the Fallsburg area until the after the Civil War. As early as 

1830, however, Fallsburg was also known for its location on the Neversink River and the nearby streams and 

lakes that provided excellent trout fishing. By the late nineteenth century, the summer resort business began to 

supplant the tanneries as a mainstay of the Fallsburg economy. In 1871, the railroad came to Fallsburg through 

a tunnel under “Tunnel Hill.” The New York and Oswego Midland Railroad (later known as the New York 

Ontario and Western Railroad, or the O & W) was directly responsible for the development and success of the 

resort business in Sullivan County. To support this industry, and in anticipation of increased passenger traffic, 
the railroad “gave special rates to builders ... carrying lumber and materials free at times” (Neiderman 51). A 

full-fledged resort industry flourished in Fallsburg by the late 1870s, complete with gala entertainment.

By 1886, South Fallsburg was the focal point of a fast-growing farm and boarding house resort area. “It was 

the arrival and departure point on the main line for a whole string of satellite resorts including Woodboume, 

Thompsonville, Grahamsville, Neversink and even the busy county seat, Monticello” (Wakefield 97). In 1883, 

stagecoach service between Fallsburg and Monticello was initiated, and the improved Fallsburg/Monticello

See continuation sheet
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turnpike (now New York State Route 42) was completed in 1886. In 1903, about the time that the first Jews 

arrived in Fallsburg, the railroad station was improved. Between 1886 and 1910, the Christian “resort business” 

(which never listed more than ten establishments in Fallsburg in Summer Homes) was in decline, and hotels, 

bungalow colonies, summer cottages and “kucheleins” were becoming the dominant types of Fallsburg 

hospitality (Wakefield 100). These enterprises, often run by “farmer’s wives,” represent Jewish forms of 

hospitality. Blumberg lists nearly sixty hotels and guesthouses in Fallsburg in the 1930s (Blumberg 280-81).

Jews didn’t arrive in the western Catskills until cl900. These Jews emigrated from eastern Europe to escape 

“economic decline and physical oppression” in their homelands (Sorin 1). German Jews made every effort to 

disperse the eastern European arrivals as quickly as possible. Many settled in the western Catskills, where they 

became active first in farming and later in resort activities. In 1899, Summer Homes, the catalogue published by 

the O&W Railroad, listed Jewish proprietors in Fallsburg township for the first time. The listing was worded so 

as to exclude new immigrants and to encourage older, assimilated German Jews to visit (Neiderman 54). By 

1906, Christian farmers and boardinghouse owners were regularly selling out to Jewish proprietors. During this 

period of transition, Christian hosts bluntly stated “Hebrews not Welcome.” When “Hebrews” began to make 

an appearance in the listings in 1899, they advertised “dietary laws observed” to alert potential Jewish guests 

about houses in which they would be welcome (Blumberg 180-81).

A Jewish synagogue was built in South Fallsburg as early as 1902. As Jews became more involved in 

community affairs, synagogue minutes document a remarkable growth of the Jewish population in South 

Fallsburg and their increasing wealth. New members were accepted every week and seating was always a 

concern. That the South Fallsburg synagogue was supported from the beginning by a year-round population of 

merchants and journeymen is attested to by the fact that meetings were held every couple of weeks all year long. 

The association maintained a sick fund and the congregation took the initiative to bring a permanent doctor to 

South Fallsburg, calling on all citizens of the village to support him. By 1916, the South Fallsburg Hebrew

See continuation sheet
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Association had enough prosperous members to support a significant building program for the synagogue, 

adding a larger and more prominent facade to the building.

By the 1930s Jews dominated South Falisburg. When Jews were not allowed to serve as volunteer firemen in 

Monticello, the county seat, the South Falisburg Volunteer Firemen were nearly 100 percent Jewish. Jews 

dominated village governance and established a host of Jewish organizations like B’nai Brith, Hadassah, Zionist 

organizations and others. The prosperity of South Falisburg’s Jews continued into the 1970s, when the South 

Falisburg Jewish community began to suffer reverses. The contraction of the resort industry left the 

businessmen and journeymen without major customers. Second and third generation children had been packed 

off for college and moved elsewhere. The once busy stores on Main Street closed, and the South Falisburg 

Hebrew Association found itself hard-put to maintain its building.

Entertainment

Entertainment was always a very important part of the Catskills resort culture. Today, many people who lived 

or summered in the Catskills during the 1930s or 40s describe entertainment as a significant component of their 

experience. Their recollections provide information about the types, diversity and scale of local recreational 

opportunities, as well as their day to day effect on the lives of both the local population and the hordes of 

summer visitors Many of today’s informers refer to the era of the big vaudeville acts of the 1940s and most 

boast an association with one or more professional entertainers who got their start in the Catskills; many of 

these performers developed a fondness and/or a social connection to the area that kept them coming back.

During the 1910s, in the early days of the resorts, recreational activity consisted of simple, family oriented 

pastimes such as relaxing, enjoying the outdoors and community singing. By the 1920s, the number, scale and 

diversity of entertainment opportunities had increased significantly; however, they were still mainly focussed 

within the hotel or camp communities and were generally non-professional. Weekday entertainment included 

cards, sports, and small games. However, on weekends, large parties, dances, and group singing were the norm.

See continuation sheet
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Also during the 1920s, opportunities to see major vaudeville acts, stand-up comedians, bands and other 

professional entertainers increased significantly. Movie theaters were constructed in small towns, casinos in 

hotels and, later, nightclubs were established. One historian speculated that “... ninety-three percent of all the 

kuchaleyns [were] within walking distance of a hotel or summer camp that [had] professional entertainment and 

a dance band” (Gresch, in Kanfer 127). After World War II, many of the larger theatrical performances were 

knockoffs of Broadway plays. Plot lines from contemporary shows were borrowed and interspersed with 

original skits and local color to entertain the local audience.

Movies became popular with the introduction of talkies in the 1920s. In fact, movies put a number of 

vaudeville performers out of work and some could later be found working as crew at the movie houses. Movies 

remained an exceptionally popular source of entertainment through the 1930s and 40s. Patrons recall long lines 

of people waiting to get tickets. Their popularity and importance in these small communities is reflected in their 

large sizes and sophisticated designs.

Rivoli Theatre

The Rivoli Theatre was designed and built in 1923. Although its design has been attributed to Israel Kaplan and 

his son Arch, recent research suggests that Emil Motel, who was responsible for the 1937 remodeling, was also 

the architect of the original building. The design of the Rivoli is similar in a number of respects to that of the 

Rialto in Monticello, also designed by Motel. Although the Rivoli has been remodeled on the interior, the 

modest, classically inspired interior of the Rialto suggests that the Rivoli was originally designed in the same 

taste.. As built, the Theatre is a typical example of the kind of public and commercial buildings constructed in 

many Sullivan County hamlets during the early twentieth century. In South Fallsburg, there are at least four 

buildings on Main Street that illustrate variations of the same design and a number of others that employ similar 

motifs and materials. Characteristic features include the use of concrete with stucco or brick finishes, stepped 

parapeted roofs, often incorporating small tower-like forms, bricks in varying hues organized into branding or 

decorative patterns to create more fully defined architectural compositions and multi-pane windows and doors.

See continuation sheet
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The Rivoli provided seating for 600 people and was used for both vaudeville shows and movies. In 1937, the 

auditorium was expanded to accommodate the large crowds who packed the theater on weekends. Emil Motel 

and engineer James A. Smith were responsible for the alterations. A 36-foot addition to the auditorium was 

added, providing 100 new seats. As part of the project, several exterior features and the entire interior were 

redesigned in the Art Deco style, one of the most popular styles for movie theaters in this period. On the 

exterior, alterations were limited to the entrance, where the foyer, canopy and sign were replaced with stylish 

contemporary designs. On the interior, the auditorium received completely new finishes, primarily acoustical 

panels ornamented with complex geometric patterns. All of the alterations survive to a great extent and the 

building clearly represents both of its design periods.

The Rivoli is one of a group of theaters in Sullivan County that document the region’s important early twentieth 

century entertainment history. Today, the Rivoli (along with several others in the county) is being restored and 

returned to use as a public arts related facility.

t: ■■ 
1.'

See continuation sheet
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10. Geographical Data

Acreage of property less than one acre

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet.)

1 18
Zone

530159
Easting

4616187
Northing Zone Easting Northing

See continuation sheet

Verbal Boundary Description
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.)

Boundary Justification
(Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.)

11. Form Prepared By

name/title Kathleen LaFrank. Program Analyst

organization New York State Historic Preservation Office date August 2000

Street & number Peebles Island State Park. PO Box 189 

city or town Waterford

____ telephone

state NY

518-237-8643x3261

zip code 12188

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form;

Continuation Sheets

Maps

A USGSmap (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property’s location.

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources.

Photographs

Representative black and white photographs of the property.

Additional items
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items)

Property Owner
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 

name Sullivan County Dramatic Workshop________

Street & number PO Box 353 

city or town Monticello

______ telephone _______________

state NY zip code 12701

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to 
nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties and to amend existing listings. Response to this request 
is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.470 etseq.)

Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including time for 
reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden 
estimate or any aspect of this from to the Chief, Administrative Services Division, National Park Service, P.O. Box 37127, Washington, 
DC 20013-7127; and the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Projects (1024-0018), Washington, DC 20503.
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Verbal Boundary Description

The boundary is indicated by a heavy line on the enclosed map with scale. 

Boundary Justification

The nomination boundary encompasses the original parcel associated with the theater.

See continuation sheet
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RIVOLITHEATRE
SOUTF »'’ALL!<.'’"K(t, X. Y.

T\YirE XT XT. r imJ 0:1KJ 1'. M.
Kiillsliurjf 11U JACK KAPLAX. Maiut/jui

SUNDAY AND MONDAY, OCTOBEH 6 AND 7 
HIS FIRST ALL-TALKING PRODUCTION

ADOLPHE Ta/hionf 

in Loventnjo

'IT'ASHIONS IN LOVS.”
JC The fijced in enter- 
tainmentl Sheiks and 
fhehas learn iheir Ic»> 
rans in loving from Meo> 
joH. Keep np-lo-the- 
minute ^vith Menfon!

T^rn-(^cr\ Tff^kiu<J Cnm^*}\i
THE FIRST ISSUE OF

Hearst Metrotone News

-■1 Sony Caroon

IIEAB WIIAT YOU SRK ! Too will hpsir every soond as it aetu- 
ali.v uecuie! The living world oo the screen!

Admission 23 and 30c

VITAPHONE A!iD MOVIETOXT 
SOU^D AiVO TALKIXG PICTURES 

EUEPy XIGHT

£h
UJO

Li
LU</)

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8 AND 9 

SOUND PICTURE!

Qreta

arbo ii*

^ SWOIE
standard

&

m SHE WAS
SHE LOVED SWEPT OFF
the ariKDcntic »oa of HER FEET
•• ky the rooiaiMje

SHE ADORED
rfte Qoi«d actor wf>o 
pur itu fame u l»cr 
fee!

.
—also —

ranuntjHni Tnlkiug Act *
Admiasion 20 ai>d 35c

Fox iVews
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ro<s©
©

CD
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U)
c
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THUESDA7 AITD FSIDAT, OCTOBER 10 AKD 11 
UNIVERSAL'S MOVIETONE SPECIAL! 

lOO^i TALKING and SDfGINO 1 '

Yombn
Beauty!

Jtaaz!
Speed! Km

Wiik CwQ|« Lawii, Dorotk; 
Colmr, Cbrnka Bw., HanU- SlavaBMw,

Tl/HAT do <a«r ha» «l 
W c»Ikt»3—o-»«-k babrt 

Com* as. oad M tlM bolted 
CI« Uat m unfed oa th* 
ocma! Campui ld««, foob 
Ul >ain«, MTorily partia^•■•a«,Ttl.fe,£

Conusdy
AJiubsivu a> and 3oe

C4rioo)i

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12—DOUBLE FEATURE

^rHASiNG
Europe mSuc(jrol Si(l-,N{ujft

tusl.iv von So'vKerMlzL mIvan Mosjoukine in “Loves of Casanova”
Admissfou i!l> and ^

KINDLY NOTE; Hub theatre will be cloeed Sniuiay 
Night, October 13, in observance of a strict Jevsish Holy 
Day.

fei ,J.'nC

i

1 =

. •: i

Cb. vsy __
; v-TT-O csp- j-rofii

rv.vfSm,; ■■a'

. — . io3ojii.ii: ',Sj. ■*.'■ .A‘._

RIVOLI ' .■.-o-f =

THEATRE
so, fc ALLSIU HO. X.

-1

Progrsm Week of October 8th, 1929

Every Sunday and Monday
BEGINNIKa

October 6th and 7th

■^Sfe.*3- I

SEE and HEAR

HEARS! METROTONE
NEWS

THE VOICE OF THE WORLD 
ON THE SCREEN!

The Pint Actual Movietone News PreeentaUon 
In Sullivan Connty!
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Two Da^l Two D4;4!

THURSDAY •ad FRIDAY 
Juauty I7th uid ISib

Dinet from (fae N«w Yeck RoBf Hkncre

LOVE/

MAltV ASTOR 
rauorr-BEN «aro >jaiM orMeo

M-G-M CooMfy Paramoont Cdneon 
Adwiwwm—20c and 35c

Ona Day Only] One Day Onlyl

SATURDAY, JANUARY 19lR 

DtnMe Feaivre

Sir
Harry Lauder

— in —

Huntingtower
— compataon ftatMTt — 

M<(ro-Golilwya*May«ti’

''NAPOLEON^'
AdouKMiy—Matinee, 13c and 30c 
A dmiaioB—Evening, 20c and 33c

TWO MASTERPIECES THAT YOU SIMPLY MUST SEE!

NEXT WEEK
RO]>lALD COLMAN

'^THElffisCUE"

THE FOLLOWING WEEK
EMIL JANmSGS 

'^Siits of tihe Father/^

i

R I V O L 1

Programme
Wteh Comnundn^

SCINDAY, JAN, 13tE

Fallsbnrg Fire Dept. 
Movie

Tmes.^ Jan. IStb
Admwtoo—^Matiaea, 13c and 30e

'^NvroVi

So\\v>r/v->
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
EVALUATION/RETURN SHEET

REQUESTED ACTION: NOMINATION

PROPERTY Rivoli Theatre 
NAME:

MULTIPLE
NAME:

STATE & COUNTY: NEW YORK, Sullivan

DATE RECEIVED: 12/22/00
DATE OF 16TH DAY: 1/20/01
DATE OF WEEKLY LIST:

REFERENCE NUMBER: 00001691

DATE OF PENDING LIST: 1/03/01
DATE OF 45TH DAY: 2/05/01

REASONS FOR REVIEW:

APPEAL: N DATA PROBLEM: N LANDSCAPE: N LESS THAN 50 YEARS: N
OTHER: N PDIL: N PERIOD: N PROGRAM UNAPPROVED: N
REQU^T: N SAMPLE: N SLR DRAFT: N NATIONAL: N

COGENT WAIVER: N
</ ACCEPT ___ RETURN

ABSTRACT/SUMMARY COMMENTS:

REJECT [ ' 01 date

Entered in the 
Eiatkmal fie^iater

RECOM./CRITERIA_ 

REVIEWER

TELEPHONE

DISCIPLINE_

DATE

DOCUMENTATION see attached comments Y/N see attached SLR Y/N




































